
90%

85%

81% 79%

70%

60%
Tasks; Charting the 

transformation journey

Initiating or implementing LEAN 
initiatives across the business

Time; Identifying how to 
deal with challenges

Trials; Understanding 
the challenges ahead

Teams; Getting the 
team and attitude right

Techniques; Prepping for the 
transformation journey

Talent; Defining roles and 
manning stations

These are 
MANAGEMEND’s 6Ts of 

transformation that disruptive 
businesses have mastered. They don’t 
rely on one or few of them, but ensure 

they have all of these platforms delivering 
results. Our survey respondents have prioritised 

them in the order of importance seen above.

Searching for BLUE OCEANS 
within their RED OCEANS

Becoming HYPER-FOCUSED on 
customers journeys and delight

Create & communicate their PURPOSE 
(Vision, Mission & Values)

Improving SEARCH MARKETING 
(including search engine optimization)

Upgrading OPERATIONAL TECH 
(productivity enhancement investments)

Having a working STRATEGY 
(statement, document, map, 
action plan, team etc.)

Building INNOVATION 
platforms and targets as part 
of organizational KPIs

International EXPANSION of niche 
services into regional or global 
markets.

Applying TRIBAL organizational 
MANAGEMENT to become agile

Being comprehensively aware and 
ahead of industrial REGULATIONS

Implementing OMNI-CHANNEL customer 
experience enhancements

Implementing HELICAL MANAGEMENT 
and succession systems

Constantly mapping the horizon of 
MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS in their markets

Comprehensive DIGITAL 
TRANSFORMATION across 
entirety of the business

Improving ORGANIZATIONAL MOTIVATION 
through FLOWTM and DRIVETM methods
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Seniority of 
survey respondents

Maturity of respondent’s
organizations 

Respondent’s
market reach

45%
CEO, COO or 
Founder

9%
Startups

18%
Scaleups

56%
Establishments

17%
MNC

27%
Senior management

17%
Management 

cadre

11%
Adviser to the 

board 21%
Home 
market

25%
Home + 
neighbouring

29%
Global 

(including 
online)

24%
Home + regional

1%
Global 
(online only)

Number of employees in
respondent’s organization

1-50
16%

50-100
34%

100-200
7%

200-500
8%

1000+

5000+

500-1000
26%

7%

2%

Those looking to become future-ready are working on these top
10 transformations in 2022 with other transformations to follow right after

Going Hyper-Focused on customers

Getting Digital Transformation right

Going wide with Niches

Going en pointe on Regulations

Going Tribal

Getting Innovation Focused

Going Lean and being Agile

Going International

Getting Strategy Ready

Getting Teched up

DISRUPTION PROOFING
PRIORITIES

61%

59%

59%
54%

52%
49%

49%

48%

47%

46%

43%
Getting in 
Flow

41%
Getting M&A 
ready

40%
Going 
Omni-Channel

40%
Going Helical 
with 
management

25%
Going en pointe on Regulations

21%
Going International

21%
Going Tribal

15%
Getting Strategy Ready

15%
Getting Innovation Focused

14%
Getting Teched up

The businesses that believe they cannot be disrupted are working on
these 10 transformations and none or very few of the other transformations

QUICK WINS SOUGHT
BY THE REST

It comes as no surprise to us that even in 
today's day and age there are businesses 
that believe they cannot be disrupted. While 
they are no longer outnumbering those that 
believe in becoming disruption-proof or 
transforming into disruptors, there are still 
a considerable number of them out there.

More interestingly, while they do not 
believe they or their markets can be 
disrupted, they are taking action in certain 
areas that are more public-knowledge 
transformations that are considered as 
industry standards. Whether these few 
transformations will be sufficient, or will 
these businesses actually get disrupted, 
only time will tell.

This is an annual survey conducted by www.ManagemenD.com with its clients and their peers. 
The results are published annually and readers are welcome to use it as well as get in touch to participate in future surveys.

Disruptors are winning new market share by implementing these
 transformations, having already completed other transformation successfully.

DISRUPTOR'S TOPMOST
PRIORITIES

53%
Realising or 
redefining 
existing 
Purpose & 
Vision

50%
Search ready 
with SEO 
program 
active

40%
In the middle 
of or finishing 
Tech Upgrades

38%
Already 
engaged in 
Lean activities

37%
Already 
widening 
service 
portfolios

37%
Implementing 
pre-developed 
strategic plans

32%
Actively 
working on 
Tribal 
Transformation

31%
Midway or at 
the end of Dig. 
Tran. projects

30%
Internationally 
spread

26%
Hyper-focused 
on customers


